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One collection – a wealth of design possibilities

Since the company was founded back in 1930,  

the MHZ brand name has been synonymous with  

innovation, quality, sustainability and stunning  

design.

And our standards are extremely high. We use only 

materials of the highest quality and rely on state-

of-the-art technology and craftsmanship in our 

production processes. With forward-looking ideas,  

exceptional craftsmanship and plenty of passion, 

we create fascinating one-of-a-kind items that keep 

our customers smiling for many years.

Our “Textiles by MHZ” collection offers you a broad 

selection of high-quality, flame-retardant fabrics 

in floor-to-ceiling weave widths. We have placed  

particular emphasis on fabrics with functional prop-

erties such as sound-absorbing, dimout, blackout, 

bioactive, recycled and lining fabrics as well as  

fabrics produced exclusively for MHZ. 

For you this means a wealth of new design possibil-

ities with functional added value – for Roman blinds, 

curtains and panel blinds.

Your desired blinds are made to measure and indi-

vidually tailored for you. Rely on our know-how and 

over 90 years of experience in custom-made privacy,  

sun protection and insect screen systems. 

Discover the breathtaking world of 

“Textiles by MHZ” and prepare to be inspired.

Fabric 
Make-up

Helios 3289, Exclusive line 
Rear strengthening rods, no 12-3722

Curtain 
Make-up

Ekko 3344, opaque, Acoustics line 
Triple pinch pleat, no 12-3733

Hardware Aura, 230 V electric drive, no 04-2046
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Roman blinds with front strengthening rods

are ideal for large windows. They emphasise the  

linear Roman blind look, keep the blind straight and 

ensure a beautiful drape.  

Fascinating lightness
With a special flair

Perfect light conditions tailored to your preferences 

– at home or in the office. With the option to flexibly  

adjust their height, MHZ Roman blinds are easy 

to operate and offer a wide range of design  

possibilities. The horizontal gathering has a simple 

yet modern look. 

A wonderful way of combining sun protection 

and decorative aspects and giving rooms an  

exceptional flair.

Fabric Selene 3310, Exclusive line

Make-up Front strengthening rod, no 12-3721

Hardware Aura, 230 V electric drive, no 04-2046

Fabric
Exclu ive
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Exclusive living experience
Timeless classics with a twist

Curtains bring a sophisticated cosiness to your 

home. They protect you from the sun and prying 

eyes, whilst making rooms extremely snug and 

homely. In our Exclusive line you will find an ex-

quisite selection of textiles produced specially for  

MHZ in two different levels of transparency and  

34 colours. 

All fabrics are woven in two colours to give them a 

very special iridescent look.

The combination of a slightly transparent bottom 

curtain and a denser woven top curtain flatters the 

room and offers a variety of design and privacy  

protection options.

Curtains with ruffle tape

are suitable for all kinds of application. The make-

up with ruffle tape creates a natural drape that can 

be corrected and tailored by hand.

Fabric Selene 3314, Helios 3280, 
Exclusive line

Make-up Ruffle tape, no 12-3734
Hardware Basic curtain rod, two-channel

Fabric
Exclu ive
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Quiet zones in everyday life
With blinds made of Acoustics fabrics

The Wave make-up

is sewn with a wave tape to create perfect homo- 

geneous waves. 

Curtain Front side Sonara 3371, rear side Sonara 3372, 
Acoustics line

Make-up Wave, no 12-3730
Hardware Curved rail, ceiling mounting

Large rooms make special demands on acoustics. 

Our special Acoustics fabrics attenuate the noise 

level and prevent the noise from spreading. 

Whether as Roman blinds, curtains or panel blinds, 

they provide the peace and quiet that we all need 

for our well-being and for productive work. 

Fabric

Acou tic
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MHZ Dimout/Blackout fabrics have special darken-

ing properties. They keep hotel rooms nicely quiet 

and dark as well as ensuring optimum lighting con-

ditions in conference rooms. With their beautifully 

subtle design, they enhance any interior and set the 

scene for rooms elegantly and stylishly.

The single hand pleat make-up

is formed into a pleat by hand and then sewn  

together with the curtain glider. This looks classy 

and is very robust too. 

Dimout/Blackout
Fabric

Excellent darkening
For relaxing days and restful nights

Curtain Neron 3382, darkening, 
Dimout/Blackout line

Make-up Single hand pleat, no 12-3736

Hardware Curtain rail
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Protected indoors
For health and well-being

Panel blinds

are perfect for use as room partitions. Thanks to 

the sliding panels, it is possible to react quickly to 

changes in requirements, for example to discreetly 

separate areas from one another.

The antimicrobial effect of the MHZ Bioactive  

fabrics prevents micro-organisms from multiply-

ing on the fibres and stops diseases from spread-

ing – even in areas with increased humidity. These  

fabrics are therefore ideal for use in hospitals,  

nursing homes, doctor’s surgeries and beauty  

salons. 

Bioactive

Panel blinds Ashelia 3395, Bioactive line

Make-up Make-up with flag piping, no 12-3716 

Hardware Carat_24, 3-channel rail, ceiling mounting,  
glass weighting rod

Fabric
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Blind Lewis 3406, Basics line

Make-up with loop tape, no 12-3701

Hardware Spin, 24 V electric drive, no 04-2016

A stylish natural look
With textile charm

Roman blinds have a distinctly natural look and 

give the room style and atmosphere. The fabrics in 

the MHZ Basics line are designed with that in mind. 

They are available in many colours and various 

levels of transparency. Just wait and see how stun-

ning they look when combined with your individual  

furnishings.

Roman blinds with loop tape

are ideal for lightweight fabrics. The loop tape  

creates a loose, soft drape that creates a cosy am-

bience. 

Ba ic
Fabric
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Textile finesse
And a clear conscience

Isn’t recycling incredible? Our Recycling fabrics im-

press not only with their sustainability, but also with 

their unique character. 

The base material is produced from ocean waste. 

The MARE fabric grade, for example, consists of 

50% ocean plastic collected from beaches that 

is processed by local recycling firms to create a  

single-origin granulate and then spun to produce 

a thread.

Roman blinds with rear strengthening rods

create an even and compact drapery when pulled 

up thanks to strengthening rods inserted into  

tunnels on the back.

Blind Mare 3402, Recycling line

Make-up Rear strengthening rod, no 12-3722

Hardware Aura, 230 V electric drive, no 04-2046

Recycling
Fabric
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Panel blind with Carat_24

is an innovative technology in a classically minimal-

ist design. All the components are integrated into 

the rail and cannot be seen from the outside. The 

panel carriers can be easily hooked into or removed 

from the rail from below.

Comforting clarity
Simple form, strong statement

Whether for privacy protection, for shading or as 

a design element for floor-to-ceiling windows and 

large glass façades – panels are very versatile, offer 

creative scope unrivalled by practically any other 

blind and can be integrated into any living space.

Panel blinds Lewis 3408, Basics line

Make-up with flag piping, no 12-3716

Hardware Carat_24, ceiling mounting, 5-channel rail
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Timeless elegance
With a hint of opulence

The pinch pleat make-up

is very decorative and characterised by its exact  

drapery. The sewn-in Microflex hooks allow the 

height of the curtain to be adjusted. 

Curtain Outer fabric Ashelia 3399, 
lining Varian 3451

Make-up Triple pinch pleat, no 12-3733

Hardware Basic curtain rod

MHZ Lining fabrics make a sophisticated statement 

and impress with their high-quality design. Their 

double-layered structure, consisting of outer fabric 

and lining, gives curtains an indulgently rich drape. 

Lining
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Light and airy living
For a carefree ambience

Blind Lewis 4377, Basics line

Make-up with sewn-on pocket tape, no 12-3705

Hardware AREO, no 04-2050

Roman blinds with AREO hardware

can be moved freely from top and bottom. There 

are various installation options, even without  

drilling or screwing.

MHZ Roman blinds offer a unique solution for every 

room situation by combining excellent functionality 

with pure textile lightness. 

Thanks to the sophisticated AREO technology,  

they can be positioned at any point from top and 

bottom. And so they always allow just as much light 

and visibility as you want. 
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Modern architecture is characterised by open  

living concepts and flowing transitions. And we 

want rooms that can be used flexibly and that meet 

the demands of everyday life at all times. Versatility 

is called for here, too, in terms of privacy and sun 

protection. 

Our example shows how this can be achieved with 

sophistication, practicality and beauty using Roman 

blinds combined with curtains.

Perfect interplay
For rooms that need versatility

Blind 
Make-up 
Hardware

Helios 3298, Exclusive line 
with loop tape, no 12-3701 
Spin 12 V rechargeable battery, no 04-2016

Curtain 
Make-up 
Hardware

Selene 3332, Exclusive line 
Wave, no 12-3730 
Rail with ceiling mounting

Fabric
Exclu ive
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The Textiles by MHZ collection, specially developed 

for the Roman blind, curtain and panel blind prod-

uct groups, never fails to impress with its durable, 

timeless and high-quality character. Practically all 

the fabrics are flame-retardant, easy to clean and 

available in floor-to-ceiling weave widths – includ-

ing numerous fabrics with special functional prop-

erties as well as some fabrics produced exclusively 

for MHZ. A wide range of colours and transparency 

levels are available to suit every need and interior 

design style.

Ruffle tapes and pleating tapes can be 
fitted with a variety of gliders and hooks. 
Available with universal ruffle tape or 
3/5/4 extra-secure pleating tape.

Single hand pleats are hand-formed fixed 
pleats. The glider is mechanically fixed to 
the upper edge of the pleat.

Pinch pleats create a decorative effect 
with single or multiple pleats. The height 
of Microflex hooks sewn into the back is 
individually adjustable. 

Fabric panels are made to the desired 
size and fastened to the panel carrier with 
Velcro tape or flag piping. 

MHZ offers an array of technical solutions for panel blinds.  
The panel blind rails are available with between 2 and  
6 channels, depending on your preference and window size.  
They can be operated by hand, draw rod, pull cord or  
electric drive. 
Curved versions are also available for special window shapes: 
Panel carrier with Velcro tape FV 10, FV 15, FV 36 
Panel carrier with flag piping Carat_24

Wave allows for even pleating. A special 
curtain tape with hooks and predefined 
glider spacing determines the desired 
wave depth.

Panel blind make-ups

Panel blind hardware

Roman blind make-ups

Roman blind hardware Curtain hardware

Curtain make-ups

MHZ has an extensive range of curtain rods and rails.  
Choose from innovative forms, decorative end pieces  
and a large number of different grades and colours. 

Further information can be found in the 2021 edition of our price 
lists for Roman blinds, curtains and panel blinds.

From simple to versatile – you will find the right solution  
for your project in our range of Roman blind hardware.  

There are five different versions to choose from:
SPIN – the all-round talent
VILO – the simple solution
AMBIENTE – the versatile solution
AURA – the large solution
AREO – the flexible solution

The available options at a glance

  Fabrics with different functional properties  

 such as sound-absorbing, dimout, blackout,  

 bioactive and recycled fabrics

  Processing of floor-to-ceiling fabrics

  Flame-retardant, washable fabrics  

 that are easy to care for

  Different transparency levels 

  Wide range of colours

  Fabrics produced exclusively for MHZ

  Collection lifespan of several years

Features I Your product benefits

Loop tapes are fastened to the hardware 
using Velcro tape. The lower edge of the 
Roman blind has a hem with a weighting 
rod so that the blind hangs perfectly.

Front strengthening rods form a striking 
straight drape and make a decorative state-
ment. They are ideal for wide windows and 
leave sufficient room height

AREO with strengthening rods or pocket 
tape can be moved freely from top and 
bottom and can be individually adjusted  
as required.

Rear strengthening rods discreetly stabi-
lise the width by means of tunnels sewn on 
the back with inserted strengthening rods. 
The result is an even drape.
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MHZ Hachtel GmbH & Co. KG · Sindelfinger Straße 21 · 70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen · Germany   www.mhz.de 

MHZ Hachtel & Co. Ges.m.b.H. · Laxenburger Str. 244 · 1230 Vienna · Austria   www.mhz.at 

MHZ Hachtel S.à.r.l. · 27, rue de Steinfort · 8366 Hagen · Luxembourg   www.mhz.lu 

MHZ Hachtel & Co AG · Eichstrasse 10 · 8107 Buchs/Zurich · Switzerland   www.mhz.ch 

ATES-Groupe MHZ · 1 B, rue Pégase - CS 20163 · 67960 Entzheim · France   www.ates-mhz.com 

MHZ Tecnología de Protección Solar S.L.U. · C/ Trafalgar 36, Loc. dcha. ·  www.mhz-iberia.es
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